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Research Team Summary
This pilot residency was conceived and directed by 
the project principal investigator Paul Sermon and 
co-produced by Steve Dixon, project co-investigator. 
Sermon and Dixon have previously collaborated 
on telematic performance projects beginning with 
Unheimlich in 2005, a performance installation 
directed by Steve Dixon for multiple users, linking and 
visually compositing audience members in Providence, 
Rhode Island USA with live performers in Manchester 
UK. In 2019, they created Virtually No Exit at LASALLE 
College of the Arts in Singapore, a ten-minute theatre 
experience for one audience member at a time. 

Inspired by Jean-Paul Sartre’s 1944 existentialist play 
‘No Exit’, it conjoined live actors with the audience 
participant, who wore a VR headset, in changing 360º 
video environments. Both Sermon and Dixon have had 
longstanding careers working in telematic arts and 
digital performance, from Sermon’s first telepresence 
installation Telematic Dreaming in 1992, conjoining 
two remote beds and gallery audiences using a 
videoconference system to Dixon’s work as Director  
of the award-winning digital performance company 
The Chameleons Group since 1994.
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Pilot Residency Summary
The first project undertaken by the research team was 
a collaboration with a number of remote performers 
from many corners of the globe, staged for the 
International Limestone Coast Video Art Festival 
(ILCVAF) in Mount Gambier, South Australia. It was 
themed ‘Video Art during and after the pandemic’ 
and curated by Melentie Pandilovski. Telematic 
Quarantine: Telepresent stories of self [isolation] was 
streamed live on YouTube. It utilised a customised 
Skype connection to bring the international 
performers into Sermon’s home in Brighton, UK,  
for an uncanny COVID-themed encounter.  

Together, in a heavily layered video environment 
where participants moved through painterly-rendered 
3D simulations of the rooms in Sermon’s actual house, 
they played, improvised, and shared their stories 
of self-isolation. Over the two and a half hour live 
performance, the ideas and interchanges varied 
widely as did the theatrical/filmic genres explored: 
from kitchen sink drama to political satire, and from 
hospital drama to magic realism and the theatre of 
the absurd. 
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Participant Engagement
Each individual performer, or in some cases groups 
of performers, had received technical instructions in 
advance to either set up a green-screen backdrop 
or to use a virtual green-screen background, to allow 
for the compositing (chromakeying) of their incoming 
video image with that of Sermon’s. They were provided 
with no further instruction, other than a specific time to 
call and the length of call (either 10 or 20 minutes) and 
the following email invitation to visit him at his home 
where he was in quarantine: 

“ All you really need to do is 
turn up at my front door… 
I will most likely be in my 
dressing-gown still (it will be 
early for me) but I would like 
to show you around my house. 
I haven’t had visitors in a long 
while so it will test our mental 
health, we might need to help 
each other, we might need 
a lie down, the neighbours 
are driving me crazy, 
complaining and partying 
outside, the constant sound 
of ambulances driving by and 
BBC News updates is giving 
me an intense headache. 
So, I really could do with a 
visit. You are very welcome  
to dress for the occasion, 
bring a ‘gift’ if you wish.” 
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The research team, performers and partners  
in this residency consisted of:

Producer/Director/Performer: Paul Sermon

Co-Producer/Performer: Steve Dixon

Performers: 

Singapore – Felipe Cervera, Indumathi Tamilselvan, 
Nurulhuda Hassan and Alex Kong

Mont Gambier, Australia – Cynthia Schwertsik,  
David Blaiklock, Dan McLean and Mostyn Jacob 

London, UK – Kristina Pulejkova and Birgitta Hosea

São Paulo, Brazil – Tania Fraga

Singapore Technical Director:  
Khalid Al Mkhlaafy Mont Gambier

Australia Coordinator: Melentie Pandilovski



Ideas and Experiments
The encounters that followed were entirely improvised. 
Whilst Sermon knew who was due to visit, he did 
not know how they would present themselves – in 
costume or character, or simply as themselves – and 
whether they were bringing any props, or ‘gifts’ along 
with them. Using a combination of software and 
chromakey techniques the incoming Skype callers 
were composited with Sermon’s image as he worked 
against a green-screen backdrop in his living room. 
The combination of Skype with a live video mixing 
software package enabled further pre-recorded 
content to be incorporated into the final composited 
output. Sermon and the remote visitors were layered 
onto background scenes, upon which foreground 
objects, props as well as specially created video  
clips and graphical elements were overlaid by  
Sermon at specific times, according to how the 
improvisations developed. 

Each background was drawn directly from video 
recordings from Sermon’s home, with painterly video 
filters offsetting the photo-realist narrative and 
allowing for more playful agency, particularly with 
the foreground props and overlays. Many of these 
emphasised the sombre undertones of COVID-19, 
such as delivering a Downing Street briefing in the 
bathroom at a lectern in the form of a fruit machine 
which rotated strident safety messages (see Image 3; 
p.17), a moving graphic showing a ‘flattening’ infection 
curve (Image 4; pg.17), and through Sermon instantly 
relocating two participants from his living room into 
its television set, whereupon he put them on the spot 
to answer questions on coronavirus within a BBC 
Newsroom set (see Image 5; p.18). Throughout each 
episode, he controlled different effects live using an 
iPad, changing the room environments and activating 
the foreground props, effects and layers.
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Performance
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Technical Approaches

System Diagram 1: Internet communications via Skype, 
audio/video compositing with Resolume Avenue 6, 
streamed on YouTube Live.

System Diagram 2: Telematic Quarantine workflow.

The main communications platform used in Telematic 
Quarantine was Skype, with the individual and group 
participants calling Paul Sermon on Skype one-to-one in 
succession, with their sessions lasting 10 to 20 minutes 
each. By switching on NDI (Network Device Interface) in 
Skype (Preferences/Calling/Advanced/Allow NDI usage), 
it was possible for Sermon to feed the incoming audio 
and video Skype call directly into Resolume Avenue 6, a 
live video mixing programme designed for professional 
VJing (or alternatively this can be done using VDMX 
software). His local, live green-screen HD video feed was 
also brought into Resolume via the video capture device 
Blackmagic Design Ultrastudio Recorder. The two live 
input sources were then chromakeyed together along 
with other pre-recorded video clips and animations stored 
in Resolume, enabling multiple layers of audio and video 
to be composited in various scenography arrangements. 

Resolume Avenue 6 made it possible to input video and 
animated backgrounds; switch between scenes; change 
the front and back chromakeying sequence of live 
sources and add pre-recorded green-screen props and 
effects anywhere within the scene – allowing multiple 
environments and situations. The composited video 
output was returned to the remote Skype participant 
using CamTwist, a virtual camera application for Mac 
that uses the Syphon plugin to share full frame rate 
video between applications. This allowed Skype version 
8.59.0.77 to send the composited image as a virtual 
camera input to the participant. The output from 
Resolume was simultaneously fed to Open Broadcast 
Studio (OBS), also via Syphon and streamed on YouTube 
Live. In order for Sermon to both perform and switch 
scenes on Resolume, he used TouchOSC (Open Sound 
Control) on an iPad, a Mac application and editor  
that allowed him to setup up and control the scene 
sequences on Resolume remotely from the iPad,  
whilst still performing on camera. 
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Computer hardware and video resources used  
by Sermon for the central compositing node at 
his home in Brighton UK included:

1 x Mac Book Pro 2019 OS Big Sur 
3 x LCD video monitor 
1 x HDMI splitter/distributor 
1 x Sony HD video camera 
1 x Blackmagic Design Ultrastudio Mini Recorder 
1 x Blue Yeti USB microphone 
1 x Video light 
Broadband Internet (ethernet connected)
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Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 1: Basic Setup

The remote participants were required to call Sermon 
on Skype, with an image of themselves on a green-
screen background. To help them prepare, they were 
provided with three green-screen Skype setup options, 
from a basic virtual green-screen option to a more 
advanced green-screen studio setup.
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Equipment: 
Laptop or desktop computer with built-in webcam; 
Skype version 8.64.0.80 or later; Ethernet cable for  
the Internet connection.

Method
Use Skype with virtual green-screen background: 
Create a virtual green-screen background (JPG) 
1920x1080px, Hex Colour Value #04F404; Open  
Skype and go into ‘Audio & Video Settings’; Add (+)  
a virtual green-screen background.

Suggestions: 
Make sure your light source, daylight (window) or 
artificial is in front of you; Try and have a neutral plain 
wall behind you; Use wireless earbuds or headphones 
if possible; Move back from the built-in camera 
(computer) as far as you can to get as much of your  
full body in the image as possible, whilst still being  
able to see the computer screen in front of you.

Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 1: Basic Setup
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Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 2: Intermediate Setup
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Equipment: 
Laptop computer with built-in webcam; Skype 
version 8.64.0.80 or later; Video screen, preferably 40’ 
minimum, on a stand/plinth; Green-screen backdrop 
and stand, anything up to 6 metres wide; Video lights 
florescent or LED; Ethernet cable for the Internet 
connection.

Method
Use Skype with green-screen studio setup: Set up 
the green-screen up to 2.5 metres high and as wide 
as possible, leaving some of the screen covering the 
floor, preferably 2 meters deep (floor), or as near as 
possible; Make sure the green-screen is flat with no 
wrinkles and has a smooth curve between the wall 
and floor; Position the Laptop computer with built-
in webcam on a plinth or stool, as high and as far 
from the green-screen as possible to get a full body 
in the centre of the image, completely surrounded 
in green; The built-in webcam will need to be tilted 
downward a little, creating an oblique full view of 
the body; Position the video screen directly in front 
of the green-screen, as close to eye level as possible, 
without obstructing the view of the camera, keeping 
it out of shot; Position the video light/s next to the 
camera to get an even spread of light across the 
green-screen; Connect the laptop HDMI video output 
to the video screen input using an HDMI cable;  
Use wireless earbuds or headphones if possible. 

Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 2: Intermediate Setup
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Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 3: Advanced Setup
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Equipment:
Laptop or desktop computer; Skype version 8.59.0.77 
(this is the only version that allows a remote camera 
input); 3 x Video screen, preferably 40’ minimum, 
on stands/plinths; Video camera, preferably HD 
with HDMI output or HD Webcam, on a 2-metre-tall 
tripod or monopod; Video capture device, such as 
the Blackmagic Design Ultrastudio Mini Recorder for 
video camera input; HDMI splitter, 1 input to 3 outputs; 
Green-screen backdrop and stand, preferably 6 
metres wide; Video lights florescent or LED; Ethernet 
cable for the Internet connection.

Method
Use Skype with remote camera and green-screen 
studio set up: Set up the green-screen, 6 metres wide, 
2.5 metres high, 2 meters deep (floor), or as near as 
possible; Make sure the green-screen is flat with no 
wrinkles, and has a smooth curve between the wall 
and floor; Position the camera 2 metres high, as far 
from green-screen as possible to get a full body view 
in the centre of the image, completely surrounded by 
green (approx. 4 metres from the green-screen wall); 
The camera will need to be tilted downward a little, 
creating an oblique full view of the body; Position 
video screens on both sides of the green-screen at 
eye level facing inwards, out of shot; Position a video 
screen directly in front of the green-screen below 
the camera at eye level, out of shot; Position the 
video lights on either side of the camera to get an 
even spread of light across the green; Connect the 
camera to computer via video capture device, using 
HDMI cables and USB-C or Thunderbolt adaptors 
as required by your computer, capture device 
and camera, or use an HD Webcam; Connect the 
computer HDMI video output to the input on the HDMI 
splitter, and connect HDMI outputs from splitter to the 
three video screens using HDMI cables; Download and 
install Skype version 8.59.0.77 (for Mac OS: https://
skype.en.uptodown.com/mac/download/2214336  
for Windows: https://skype.en.uptodown.com/
windows/download/2215854); Open Skype and  
go into ‘Audio & Video Settings’. Choose and select 
your remote camera input; Use wireless earbuds  
or headphones if possible.

Participants’ Technical Setup 
Option 3: Advanced Setup

https://skype.en.uptodown.com/mac/download/2214336
https://skype.en.uptodown.com/mac/download/2214336
https://skype.en.uptodown.com/windows/download/2215854
https://skype.en.uptodown.com/windows/download/2215854
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Image 1
Visitors from 
Singapore, Alex Kong 
(left), Indumathi 
Tamilselvan (centre 
right) and Nurulhuda 
Hassan (right), dance 
and sing gospel 
songs to bring Paul 
Sermon (centre 
left) out of his dark 
mood and lure him 
into joining ‘The 
Congregation’.

Image 2
Paul Sermon 
(left) and Cynthia 
Schwertsik (right)  
try to save each  
other from the flood 
in the bedroom.
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Image 3
While (left to right) 
Paul Sermon, Felipe 
Cervera and Steve 
Dixon prepare to 
address the nation 
at a spinning fruit 
machine lectern 
for the daily press 
briefing, the UK Chief 
Medical Officer Chris 
Whitty suddenly 
appears in the 
bathroom mirror. 

Image 4
Paul Sermon (centre 
left) discusses 
flattening the 
infections statistics 
curve with Alex Kong 
(left), Nurulhuda 
Hassan (centre 
right) and Indumathi 
Tamilselvan (right) 
from Singapore.
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Image 5
On the BBC News (left 
to right) Paul Sermon 
asks Dan McLean 
and David Blaiklock 
to answer the viewers 
questions.

Image 6
Cynthia Schwertsik 
in Australia connects 
with Paul Sermon 
in the UK and firmly 
attempts to make a 
face-print portrait  
of him.
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Image 7
From left to right: 
Paul Sermon meets 
Peter (Steve Dixon) 
and Peter (Felipe 
Cervera) at the front 
door lobby for their 
unexpected visit.

Image 8
In the kitchen Steve 
Dixon (left) and 
Felipe Cervera (right) 
confront Paul Sermon 
(centre) about a 
voodoo-doll they 
found behind the 
toaster, over the noise 
of anti-lockdown 
protestors in the 
garden.
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Image 9
Playing with their 
senses: Paul Sermon 
(centre) smells the 
cheese as a possible 
source of the 
pandemic outbreak 
with Steve Dixon 
(right) and Felipe 
Cervera (left).

Image 10
Smoke gradually fills 
the living room whilst 
(left to right) Felipe 
Cervera, Paul Sermon 
and Steve Dixon sit 
down to relax on the 
sofa.
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Image 11
In the bathroom (left 
to right) Dan McLean, 
David Blaiklock and 
Paul Sermon try to 
avoid an oversized 
coronavirus attack.

Image 12
Paul Sermon (centre 
left) in Brighton, 
UK confronts his 
split personalities 
in an improvised 
therapy session with 
visitors from the 
‘The Congregation’ 
in Singapore (left 
to right) Steve 
Dixon, Indumathi 
Tamilselvan and 
Felipe Cervera.



Many performers came bearing gifts for their 
unrehearsed encounter. Cynthia Schwertsik arrived 
with a face-print self-portrait with which she attempted 
to smother Sermon’s face to produce a dual face-
print (Image 6; p.18); Tania Fraga brought a Brazilian 
potted plant which was placed in his garden; while 
collaborator/performer Steve Dixon arrived with Felipe 
Cervera, dressed in regulatory suits and ties, wishing 
to search the premises. Announcing themselves at 
the front door as Peter and Peter (Image 7; p.19), they 
formed a Pinter-esque double act, offering absurdist 
humour and underlying menace in equal measure 
(see Image 8, p.19). They revealed their suspicions that 
the house was in fact ground-zero of the pandemic 
outbreak, and Sermon played along (see Image 9; 
p.20). He activated some of the pre-recorded video 
overlays (props), with smoke effects gradually filling the 
room (Image 10; p.20), placard-wielding anti-lockdown 
protesters suddenly appearing through the window 
in the garden, and the dramatic appearance of an 
oversized coronavirus cell which swept into the room 
and attacked them (see Image 11; p.21). 

Some performers, including Dixon and Cervera, 
were pre-scheduled for a second episode later in 
the day, and on their return picked up on some of 
the intervening events. It resulted in Peter and Peter’s 
final revelation that they were actually members of a 
religious sect: ‘The Congregation’ (see Image 12; p.21). 
This followed on from a scenario played out earlier by 
visitors Indumathi Tamilselvan, Nurulhuda Hassan and 
Alex Kong, who danced and sang gospel-style arias 
(Image 1; p.16) to try to bring Sermon out of his dark 
mood and lure him into joining ‘The Congregation’. 

Video Recordings
Telematic Quarantine – Trailer 5 minutes mp4  
Watch here

Telematic Quarantine – Performance 30 minutes mp4   
Watch here

Telematic Quarantine – Residency PLAYLIST  
Watch here
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https://youtu.be/DDgVE7HVTcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYT1F5zNlO4&ab_channel=TelepresenceStage
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYv48Nnbs8H3bT6AH7IH7FwhjZLL2TpPf
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Participants’ Reflections
Curator and coordinator of the contributing 
participants from Mount Gambier, Australia, Melentie 
Pandilovski, described how “the surprising elements 
of domesticity, fantasy, and interaction not only 
allowed participants to perform together, but to 
dream together, to create a world together”. It went 
further than he expected, “having a tactile feeling that 
was suddenly much deeper than previous telematic 
projects” he had seen before. Mount Gambier only had 
a long vertical green-screen allowing the legs to be 
visible, but the width was not wide enough and their 
image had to be cropped, which they found restrictive. 
Participants from Singapore marvelled at the amount 
of tricky and magic that was pre-prepared for the 
telepresence experience. They recalled the props; the 
rotating podium, a mantlepiece they could rest their 
arms on, and seats that you could pretend to sit on. 
Steve Dixon commented that: 

“ Normally in telematic work 
you have an actual chair 
or sofa to sit on, and in our 
case, we could only pretend 
to sit on it, but this was more 
pleasurable than working in 
space – that sense of illusion 
and delusion – I am sitting 
on the sofa with you even 
though there is no sofa  
here – the proprioceptive 
conjoining is joyful”.
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Participating performers Felipe Cervera and Steve 
Dixon highlighted the innovation in being able to 
be put inside another space, for example when 
they were instantaneously placed within a TV set, 
with the reframing increasing their sense of three 
dimensionality and of spaces within spaces.  
They described a telepresent disorientation: 

“ You forget where you are 
within this technically 
mediated world, and what’s 
interesting is you begin to 
forget you are within it, and 
then you suddenly remember, 
and then before long you 
forget again”.

Steve Dixon likened it to the Brecht alienation effect 
and noted the lure of seemingly being able ”to go 
through the screen and touch the person on the other 
side. But this unreality which seems real makes it 
similar to the best European puppet theatre, where 
audiences are more moved than with real actors – it 
goes into the realm of the uncanny, of the familiar yet 
strange”. Melentie Pandilovski commented that the 
only thing he would change, with hindsight, “would be 
for this project experience to go on for longer to know 
its full possibilities”.



Research Team Reflections
In contrast to their previous telematic collaborations 
where audience participants journeyed through 
many diverse virtual environments and locations, Paul 
Sermon and Steve Dixon felt there was real innovation 
in putting participants inside a very specific and 
defined space (inside Sermon’s house). The sometimes 
opaque and sometimes transparent framing and 
layering of the backgrounds and foreground objects/
effects increased the sense of three dimensionality 
and feeling of spaces within spaces. The experience 
of Telematic Quarantine has been likened by the 
performers to a science fiction dystopian reality, and 
many noted its impressive visual aesthetics, which 
gave a sense of sci-fi fantasy to what were relatively 
mundane domestic settings. Sermon had re-created 
the quite ordinary rooms in his home, but had rendered 
them extraordinary through painterly, colourised 
treatments together with overlaid pre-recorded 
sequences and surreal and outlandish effects. In the 
bedroom, water comes flooding in (Image 2; p.16), but 
no one knows why; visitors appear on the TV during 
a BBC news report (Image 5; p18), drugs rain from 
the sky and clouds of smoke fill the room (Image 10; 
p.20); while outside an ambulance makes continual 
appearances, circling the house ominously. 
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Although the meetings and conversations between 
Sermon and his visitors were unrehearsed, Sermon’s 
control of these scenographic elements helped to 
generate interesting narratives and interactions . As he 
engaged the visitors in telepresent tours walking from 
room to room, the architecture of his home became 
the storyboard, in combination with which the effects 
and foreground props helped spark a telematic 
dramaturgy and script. In preparation, Sermon had 
provided himself with prompts, question and actions, 
written on large post-it notes in front of him covering 
his living room wall, off camera. 

These prompts allowed him to help stimulate the 
narrative action, for example, through the use of  
stock questions and phrases such as:

• Who’s that at the door? Is he with you?

• You’re feeling ok, aren’t you? No symptoms then?

• Are you hungry? Help yourself?

•  You can leave via the TV, everyone comes and  
goes through the TV.

• Maybe you should wash your hands while you’re here.

• Is that smoke? I can’t smell it.

There are many constituent parts to Telematic 
Quarantine, from layered background scenes, host 
performer and visitor performers to the foreground 
layers and props, and Sermon’s question prompts. 
They converged to provide a unique and original 
telematic theatre performance using a trinity of key 
elements: dramaturgy, telematics and scenography. 



Key Takeaway Points
By using Skype, this telepresence system provides a 
low-cost solution, with the only significant software 
cost and requirement being for Resolume Avenue 6 
or VDMX. However, the system does require a number 
of programmes to run concurrently. While this project 
was designed to run on a Mac it could be equally 
configured for Windows. The only drawback with 
Skype is the necessity to use an older version, 8.59.0.77, 
as later versions (tested on a MacBook Pro) will not 
allow a virtual camera input.

The participants in Mount Gambier were restricted 
by the width of their green-screen backdrop, which 
was only 2 metres wide, which meant their image 
had to be cropped in Resolume for compositing. This 
limited their space for interaction. The project team 
strongly recommend green-screen backgrounds of at 
least 3 metres width, but preferably 4 metres or more. 
The system works best when the entire body of the 
performer is surrounded by green.

The participants and researchers all commented 
on how successful the sense of visiting a real home 
space had been, with the scenographic architecture 
providing a sense of everyone existing together within 
it, as a unifying “space within a space”. The project 
researchers concluded that when creating such 
telematic performances, artists and participants will 
do well to consider carefully ideas of location, spatiality 
and movement in relation to dramaturgy and story-
telling, and how triggers and connections are made 
between spaces, performers and actions. 

Telematic Quarantine was intended to be an 
improvised exploration of the telepresence stage, but 
many participants and partners commented on a 
desire for more time to practice, rehearse and perfect 
their ability to interact. Performing on a telepresence 
stage requires time to get accustomed to, and the 
project team recommend that those unfamiliar with 
working in this space prepare for, explore and rehearse 
as much as possible.
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Contact
www.telepresencestage.org
telepresencestage@brighton.ac.uk

http://www.telepresencestage.org
mailto:telepresencestage%40brighton.ac.uk?subject=Telepresence%20Stage%20Enquiry

